Expandable Sleeving Applicator

Easily applies expandable sleeving to your cable bundle!
This exciting patent-pending machine from BTX eliminates the old-fashioned, tedious process of applying expandable sleeving to a cable bundle. Anybody who has ever applied expandable sleeving to a 100 foot cable bundle knows that “Inch-Worming” the sleeving is extremely time consuming. Now, with the new Expand-On Sleeving Machine, simply load up the expandable sleeving, feed the cable bundle through the tube and walk off with your bundle. Jobs that took hours now take minutes!

Here’s how it works:

► **STEP 1:**
Load sleeving over tube

► **STEP 2:**
Push wire bundle through machine until it appears out of the tube

► **STEP 3:**
Pull both sleeving and wire bundle to desired length

**THE TUBES:** The tube length and diameter should be chosen based on the size and length of the cable bundle you are working with. Since the unsleeved cable bundle will pass through this tube, the tube’s diameter will limit your cable bundle size. So, if you get the 1” diameter tube, your cable bundles will need to be 1” in diameter or less. The 3 foot tubes are designed for cable bundles of up to 50 feet. The 6 foot tubes are designed for cable bundles of up to 100 feet. Actual lengths achieved may far surpass these limits, depending on the selection of sleeving and actual bundle size. Each different tube can be used with a range of expandable sleeving sizes as show here:

**Tube & Sleeve Pairings:**
- 1/2” diameter tube will accommodate 1/2” to 3/4” expandable sleeving
- 1” diameter tube will accommodate 3/4” to 1-1/2” expandable sleeving
- 1-1/2” diameter tube will accommodate 1-1/4” to 1-3/4” expandable sleeving

For each tube, the 3 ft. version is designed for bundles up to at least 50 ft. The 6 ft. version is for bundles up to at least 100 ft.

**Easy ordering kits:**
The DELUXE KITS include a base unit with appropriate stand and a full set of 3 tubes. Some assembly required.
- IN-EXPDS: smaller version for 3 foot tubes
- IN-EXPDL: larger version for 6 foot tubes

The COMPLETE KITS include a base unit and full set of 3 tubes. Must mount on your own bench or stand. Some assembly required.
- IN-EXPCLS: smaller version for 3 foot tubes
- IN-EXPCL: larger version for 6 foot tubes

The SINGLE KITS include a base unit and our most popular 1” tube. Must mount on your own bench or stand. Some assembly required.
- IN-EXPSS: smaller version for 3 foot tubes
- IN-EXPSSL: larger version for 6 foot tubes

Or... you can order a-la-carte:

**IN-EXP**
- EXPAND-ON BASE UNIT

**IN-EXP06**
- 3 foot, 1/2” diameter tube
- 3 foot, 1” diameter tube
- 3 foot, 1-1/2” diameter tube
- 6 foot, 1/2” diameter tube
- 6 foot, 1” diameter tube
- 6 foot, 1-1/2” diameter tube

**IN-EXPBS**
- Stand for 3 foot tube mounting

**IN-EXPBL**
- Stand for 6 foot tube mounting
  (also has holes drilled for 3 foot mounting)

Once an IN-EXP is set up for a particular tube length (3’ or 6’), it is easy to swap out same length tubes of different diameters. Changing from 3’ to 6’ tubes is more involved. However, if you use the 6’ stand, holes for both the 3’ and 6’ tubes are pre-drilled.